We're starting 2023 with a focus on trees! Read on to discover tree books across time, meet up for a hike in the woods and learn about the state of the world's trees. Whether majestic oaks or spindly saplings, the importance of trees and their role in human history and the planet can't be overstated.

**Walking Walnut Woods Outdoor Tour**

When: Saturday, January 14, 10-11:30 a.m.  
Where: Walnut Woods of Evanston  
Corner of Victory Parkway and Sulsar Avenue

Join us on a guided hike of Walnut Woods of Evanston with naturalist Greg Torres. Cincinnati’s newest park, it is a forest in recovery and a living laboratory for students working on the restoration efforts with community volunteers. Learn about the site history, how students and the community became galvanized to restore the site, the ongoing conservation research and future land management plans. **No reservations required.**

**A Look at Sylva Britannica**

The centerpiece of the Lloyd’s current *Sylvan Roots* exhibition is the large-format 1826 work *Sylva Britannica* by painter and engraver Jacob George Strutt. Ancient English trees (detail from the Beggar’s Oak pictured) come to life through full-page engravings, accompanied by descriptions of their connections to local and traditional lore. Stop in to see it in the exhibition or view the entire digitized book [here](#).
State of the World's Trees

What is the worldwide outlook on trees? Find out more with the Botanic Gardens Conservation International (BGCI) report *State of the World’s Trees*. Filled with analysis, maps and photography (seed storage pictured), the report addresses areas of concern by region, case studies on individual species, strategies for conservation and more. View the report [here](#).

The Lloyd will be closed on Monday, January 16 in observance of Martin Luther King, Jr. Day
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Stay Connected

[Facebook](#) [Twitter](#) [Instagram](#) [LinkedIn](#) [YouTube](#)

Support the Lloyd through a [Membership](#) or [Donation](#)